
BRIDAL COLLECTION
Sikara & Co.

These are the flowers from your wedding day 
that you will truly keep forever. 
This beautiful pendant and earring set come from 
our Spanish Barcelona collection. The dainty ros-
es are lined with 18k vermeil, giving a stunning 
glow. The two metals make them easy to match 
with your other pieces for the day. 

NECKLACE 
PSPBAGA-6050

Price: $75
Chain sold separately

EARRINGS 
ESPBAGA-6026

Price: $85
Available as studs ($95)
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These simple Jaipuri faceted stone 
drops are a perfectly beautiful addition 
to any dress. They are inspired by mod-
ern Indian design and measure approx-
imately 1” long. The earring crown has 
a beautiful hand brushed finish.

EINJGA-251-CRY
Stones: AC, AM, BRQ, BO, BT, G, LT, RQ
            LAB, WM
Price: $68
Also available in 18K Vermeil
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The bold and sleek designs in these Italy Collection pieces 
are Inspired by the island of Capri.

Puntino in Italian means ‘dot’ or ‘speck’ and that’s exactly 
what this these pieces are - a small touch of color that pop 
on your wedding day. Simple and chic, these pieces can 
be worn with any dress. They come in a variety of stone 
options so you can have a bit of color that matches any 
wedding color scheme. 
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1. NITCDW-4132-AC
    Stones: BRQ, BO, CAR, AM
    Price: $115

2. EITCDW-4133-AC
    Stones: AM, GA
    Price: $45

3. NITCDW-4100-AC
    Price: $350
    Stones: AM, CAR, LAB, SQ

4. RITCDW-4079-AC
    Stones: BO, GA, LAB
    Price: $55

5. RITCGA-1500-AC
    Stones: AM
    Price: $225

Our Milan  collection is inspired by the reams 
of fabric and street fashions of the city. The 
individual sterling silver balls have been 
sandblasted until they sparkle before being 
strung on the chains. The attention-grab-
bing bracelet features an adjustable toggle 
clasp to allow for different lengths.

Sparkle and shine in this stunning design.

1. EITMVI-4161
    Price: $135

2. PITMVI-4162
    Price: $110
    Chain sold separately

3. BITMGA-4155
    Price: $185 
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Whether you’re the bride 
or bridesmaid, you will turn 
heads wearing these beau-
ties from our Italian Capri 
Collection. Each stone has 
a different shape, and these 
beautiful earrings cascade 
down approximately 2 1/2”.

EITCDW-4102-GA
Stones: AM, BRQ, LAB, SQ 
Price: $175

From our Italy Milano Collection, these earrings 
have an array of 18K vermeil or sterling silver 
threads that hold the delicate stone in place. 
This beauty comes in a variety of stone options 
to fit any style on your wedding day.

3. EITMGA-4109-V-GA
    Stones: AC, AM
    Price: $165

4. EITMGA-4109-AC
    Stones: AM, CRY, GA 
    Price: $135

From our Italy Milano Collection, these beauti-
ful wire wrapped earrings feature a cascade of 
sterling silver strands, making them a true work 
of art.

5. EITMDW-4128-V-GA
    Price: $175

6. EITMDW-4128-AC
    Stones: AM 
    Price: $135

The Small Burst Earrings are part of Sikara’s In-
dian Jaipuri Vermeil Collection. These earrings 
measure approximately 1.25” and are available 
in a variety of faceted stones.

1. EINJDW-2025-V-GA
    Stones: AC, LAB, SQ
    Price: $185

2. EITMGA-4109-AC
    Stones: AM, CRY, GA 
    Price: $135
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Weddings are momentous occasions in which 
every detail must be perfect -- right down to the 
jewelry. You can’t go wrong with pearls, the clas-
sic symbol of love and unrivaled beauty. What 
other gem so fully captures the spirit of both a 
long marriage, and the glow of a bride during the 
ceremony?

1. EITCGA-1427-V-WP
    Stones: PP, GP
    Price: $135

2. EEGADW-1011
    Price: $115

3. EINMGA-215-WP
    Stones: PP, GQ
    Price: $135 

4. BINJDW-2043-WP
    Stones: PP, GP
    Price: $250

5. PINJGA-2131-PP
    Stones: WP
    Price: $85

6. EITCGA-1426-PP
    Stones: GO, WP
    Price: $75
    Studs ($65)
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These earrings are inspired by the white 
royal city of Udaipur located in the In-
dian state of Rajasthan. Over fifty small 
pearls are clustered together to create 
these elegant pearl drops. An antique 
circular designed clasp tops the cluster. 
The earrings measure approximately 2” 
in length.

EINMDW-182-WP
Price: $165

Simple. Powerful. Calming. These are the traits 
of an Indian Mantra. They also describe the feel-
ing you’ll get wearing this necklace. The sterling 
silver chain is covered in pink pearls and silver 
teardrops and could complement the dress of 
your dreams. 

NINMGA-015-PP
Price: $325
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Turn heads with this classic and so-
phisticated ring from our India Jaipuri 
collection. This beautiful ring features 
a cut out filigree design on the sides, 
which showcase a beautiful white pearl 
in the center.

RINJDW-2097-WP
Price: $145

For more information about any of these pieces contact: 

VANESSA FARROW

512.565.9504  |  vanessa@sikara.com


